


1. Fill in the blanks while you listen to the episode.

ANNE FRANK

Anne Frank’s life was short and tragic. Yet her brave spirit has survived in her diary. She wrote this

diarywhile [1] from the Nazis duringWorld War II (1939-1945).

Anne Frank was born in [2] , Germany, on June 12, 1929. Her familywas Jewish. In

1933, the Nazi Party came to power in [3] . The Nazis blamed Jews for the nation’s

problems and began a campaign against Jews. The Frank familymoved to Amsterdam in The

[4] to escape the Nazis. But in 1940, [5] invaded The

Netherlands, and [6] people there began to suffer under anti-Jewish policies.

HIDDENAWAY

Anne’s father [7] a hiding [8] for his [9] . He

sealed off several rooms at the back of his [10] building, and he covered the

entrance with a movable bookcase. In July 1942, Anne, her mother and father, her sister Margot, and

four Jewish friends stepped behind the bookcase into the hidden rooms.

The Frank family and their friends stayed shut away in [11] for over two years. Brave

friends risked their lives to bring them food. But [12] fear and loss of freedomwere

hard to bear. For comfort, Anne started to write a diary. She was very good at expressing her thoughts

and feelings inwords.

HOPES FOR THE FUTURE

Anne was 13 when she started to write. Her diary reveals that, just like other teenagers, she looked

forward to adult life. She hoped to have a career as a writer, and she longed to find love. She had high

ideals and wished “to be useful or give pleasure to people around me.”

Throughout her time in hiding, Anne maintained her faith in humannature. She wrote, “In spite of

everything, I still believe that people are really good at [13] .”

BETRAYED

In 1944, the Frank [14] ’s hiding place was betrayed to the Gestapo (German

[15] police). Anne was sent to the Bergen-Belsen prison camp inGermany. She
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died at the camp in 1945 at the age of 15.

Otto, Anne’s father, was the onlymember of the Frank family to survive the war. He published her diary

in 1947. Since then, it has been published inmore than 50 languages. Millions of people have

[16] the family’s hiding place in [17] . Anne Frank’s story still

inspires people to fight against all kinds of discrimination.

A. Netherlands B. Jewish C. secret
D. prepared E. constant F. Frankfurt
G. family H. secret I. Germany
J. Germany K. place L. Amsterdam
M. office N. family O. hiding
P. visited Q. heart
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2. Fill in the blanks while you listen to the episode.

ANNE FRANK

Anne [1] life was short and tragic. Yet her brave spirit has survived in her diary. She

[2] this diary [3] hiding from the Nazis duringWorld War II

(1939-1945).

Anne [4] was born in Frankfurt, [5] , on June 12, 1929. Her

familywas [6] . In 1933, the Nazi Party came to power in [7] .

The Nazis [8] Jews for the nation’s problems and began a campaign against

Jews. The Frank familymoved to Amsterdam in The Netherlands to escape the Nazis. But in 1940,

Germany invaded The [9] , and [10] people there began to suffer

under [11] policies.

HIDDENAWAY

Anne’s father prepared a [12] place for his family. He sealed off several rooms at

the back of his [13] [14] , and he covered the

[15] with a movable [16] . In July 1942, Anne, her

[17] and [18] , her [19] Margot, and four

[20] friends [21] [22] the bookcase into the

hidden [23] .

The [24] [25] and their [26] stayed shut away

in secret for over two [27] . [28] friends risked their lives to

[29] them food. But constant fear and loss of freedomwere hard to bear. For

comfort, Anne started to [30] a diary. She was very good at expressing her thoughts

and feelings inwords.

HOPES FOR THE FUTURE

Anne was 13 when she [31] to [32] . Her diary reveals that, just

like other [33] , she [34] forward to adult life. She hoped to have

a career as a [35] , and she longed to find love. She had high ideals and wished “to

be useful or give pleasure to people [36] me.”

Throughout her time in hiding, Anne [37] her faith in human [38] .
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She [39] , “In [40] of everything, I still believe that

[41] are really good at heart.”

BETRAYED

In 1944, the Frank [42] hiding [43] was [44] to

the [45] (German secret police). Anne was sent to the Bergen-Belsen prison camp

inGermany. She died at the camp in 1945 at the age of 15.

Otto, Anne’s [46] , was the onlymember of the Frank family to survive the war. He

[47] her diary in 1947. Since then, it has been published inmore than 50 languages.

[48] of people have visited the [49] hiding place in Amsterdam.

Anne Frank’s [50] still [51] [52] to fight

against all kinds of discrimination.
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3. In each line of text below there is one word that has been misspelled. Circle the
misspelled word and then write the correct spelling of the word on the line on the right
side of the page.

ANNEE FRANK 1.
Anne Frank’se life was short and tragic. Yet her brave spirit has survived 2.
in hir diary. She wrote this diary while hiding from the Nazis during 3.
World War II (1939-1945). 4.
Anne Frank was born in Frankfurt, Germany, one June 12, 1929. Her 5.
family was Jewish. In 1933, the Nazie Party came to power in Germany. 6.
The Nazis blamd Jews for the nation’s problems and began a campaign 7.
against Jews. The Frenk family moved to Amsterdam in The Netherlands 8.
to esape the Nazis. But in 1940, Germany invaded The Netherlands, 9.
and Jewish people there began too suffer under anti-Jewish policies. 10.
HIDPEN AWAY 11.
Anne’j father prepared a hiding place for his family. He sealed off 12.
several rooms at tha back of his office building, and he covered the 13.
entrance with a movable bookcase. In July 1942, Anne, her mothir and 14.
father, her sister Margot, and four Jewish friends steppd behind the 15.
bookcase into the hiddon rooms. 16.
The Frank family and their friends stayed shut away in secret fore over 17.
two years. Brave friends risked they're lives to bring them food. But 18.
constant fear and loss of freedom were hard too bear. For comfort, Anne 19.
started to write a diary. She waz very good at expressing her thoughts 20.
and feelings inn words. 21.
HOPES FORE THE FUTURE 22.
Anne was 13 when she started to write. Her diery reveals that, just like 23.
other teenagers, she looked forward to adult lif. She hoped to have a 24.
career az a writer, and she longed to find love. She had high ideals and 25.
whished “to be useful or give pleasure to people around me.” 26.
Throughout her time inn hiding, Anne maintained her faith in human 27.
nature. She wrote, “In spit of everything, I still believe that people are 28.
reallee good at heart.” 29.
BETRAYEDE 30.
In 1944, the Frank family’s hiding place waz betrayed to the Gestapo 31.
(German secret police). Anne was sent to the Bergen-Belsen prisen 32.
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camp in Germany. She died ath the camp in 1945 at the age of 15. 33.
Otto, Anne’s father, was the only member of the Frank family to servive 34.
the war. He published her diary in 1947. Since then, it has bene 35.
published in mor than 50 languages. Millions of people have visited 36.
the family’s hiding place in Amsterdam. Anne Frank’s story still enspires 37.
people to fight against all kinds off discrimination. 38.



1. Fill in the blanks while you listen to the episode.

ANNE FRANK

Anne Frank’s life was short and tragic. Yet her brave spirit has survived in her diary. She wrote this

diarywhile [1] hiding from the Nazis duringWorld War II (1939-1945).

Anne Frank was born in [2] Frankfurt , Germany, on June 12, 1929. Her familywas Jewish. In

1933, the Nazi Party came to power in [3] Germany . The Nazis blamed Jews for the nation’s

problems and began a campaign against Jews. The Frank familymoved to Amsterdam in The

[4] Netherlands to escape the Nazis. But in 1940, [5] Germany invaded The

Netherlands, and [6] Jewish people there began to suffer under anti-Jewish policies.

HIDDENAWAY

Anne’s father [7] prepared a hiding [8] place for his [9] family . He

sealed off several rooms at the back of his [10] office building, and he covered the

entrance with a movable bookcase. In July 1942, Anne, her mother and father, her sister Margot, and

four Jewish friends stepped behind the bookcase into the hidden rooms.

The Frank family and their friends stayed shut away in [11] secret for over two years. Brave

friends risked their lives to bring them food. But [12] constant fear and loss of freedomwere

hard to bear. For comfort, Anne started to write a diary. She was very good at expressing her thoughts

and feelings inwords.

HOPES FOR THE FUTURE

Anne was 13 when she started to write. Her diary reveals that, just like other teenagers, she looked

forward to adult life. She hoped to have a career as a writer, and she longed to find love. She had high

ideals and wished “to be useful or give pleasure to people around me.”

Throughout her time in hiding, Anne maintained her faith in humannature. She wrote, “In spite of

everything, I still believe that people are really good at [13] heart .”

BETRAYED

In 1944, the Frank [14] family ’s hiding place was betrayed to the Gestapo (German

[15] secret police). Anne was sent to the Bergen-Belsen prison camp inGermany. She
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died at the camp in 1945 at the age of 15.

Otto, Anne’s father, was the onlymember of the Frank family to survive the war. He published her diary

in 1947. Since then, it has been published inmore than 50 languages. Millions of people have

[16] visited the family’s hiding place in [17] Amsterdam . Anne Frank’s story still

inspires people to fight against all kinds of discrimination.

A. Netherlands B. Jewish C. secret
D. prepared E. constant F. Frankfurt
G. family H. secret I. Germany
J. Germany K. place L. Amsterdam
M. office N. family O. hiding
P. visited Q. heart
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2. Fill in the blanks while you listen to the episode.

ANNE FRANK

Anne [1] Frank’s life was short and tragic. Yet her brave spirit has survived in her diary. She

[2] wrote this diary [3] while hiding from the Nazis duringWorld War II

(1939-1945).

Anne [4] Frank was born in Frankfurt, [5] Germany , on June 12, 1929. Her

familywas [6] Jewish . In 1933, the Nazi Party came to power in [7] Germany .

The Nazis [8] blamed Jews for the nation’s problems and began a campaign against

Jews. The Frank familymoved to Amsterdam in The Netherlands to escape the Nazis. But in 1940,

Germany invaded The [9] Netherlands , and [10] Jewish people there began to suffer

under [11] anti-Jewish policies.

HIDDENAWAY

Anne’s father prepared a [12] hiding place for his family. He sealed off several rooms at

the back of his [13] office [14] building , and he covered the

[15] entrance with a movable [16] bookcase . In July 1942, Anne, her

[17] mother and [18] father , her [19] sister Margot, and four

[20] Jewish friends [21] stepped [22] behind the bookcase into the

hidden [23] rooms .

The [24] Frank [25] family and their [26] friends stayed shut away

in secret for over two [27] years . [28] Brave friends risked their lives to

[29] bring them food. But constant fear and loss of freedomwere hard to bear. For

comfort, Anne started to [30] write a diary. She was very good at expressing her thoughts

and feelings inwords.

HOPES FOR THE FUTURE

Anne was 13 when she [31] started to [32] write . Her diary reveals that, just

like other [33] teenagers , she [34] looked forward to adult life. She hoped to have

a career as a [35] writer , and she longed to find love. She had high ideals and wished “to

be useful or give pleasure to people [36] around me.”

Throughout her time in hiding, Anne [37] maintained her faith in human [38] nature .
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She [39] wrote , “In [40] spite of everything, I still believe that

[41] people are really good at heart.”

BETRAYED

In 1944, the Frank [42] family’s hiding [43] place was [44] betrayed to

the [45] Gestapo (German secret police). Anne was sent to the Bergen-Belsen prison camp

inGermany. She died at the camp in 1945 at the age of 15.

Otto, Anne’s [46] father , was the onlymember of the Frank family to survive the war. He

[47] published her diary in 1947. Since then, it has been published inmore than 50 languages.

[48] Millions of people have visited the [49] family’s hiding place in Amsterdam.

Anne Frank’s [50] story still [51] inspires [52] people to fight

against all kinds of discrimination.
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3. In each line of text below there is one word that has been misspelled. Circle the
misspelled word and then write the correct spelling of the word on the line on the right
side of the page.

ANNEE FRANK 1. ANNE
Anne Frank’se life was short and tragic. Yet her brave spirit has survived 2. s
in hir diary. She wrote this diary while hiding from the Nazis during 3. her
World War II (1939-1945). 4. -
Anne Frank was born in Frankfurt, Germany, one June 12, 1929. Her 5. on
family was Jewish. In 1933, the Nazie Party came to power in Germany. 6. Nazi
The Nazis blamd Jews for the nation’s problems and began a campaign 7. blamed
against Jews. The Frenk family moved to Amsterdam in The Netherlands 8. Frank
to esape the Nazis. But in 1940, Germany invaded The Netherlands, 9. escape
and Jewish people there began too suffer under anti-Jewish policies. 10. to
HIDPEN AWAY 11. HIDDEN
Anne’j father prepared a hiding place for his family. He sealed off 12. s
several rooms at tha back of his office building, and he covered the 13. the
entrance with a movable bookcase. In July 1942, Anne, her mothir and 14. mother
father, her sister Margot, and four Jewish friends steppd behind the 15. stepped
bookcase into the hiddon rooms. 16. hidden
The Frank family and their friends stayed shut away in secret fore over 17. for
two years. Brave friends risked they're lives to bring them food. But 18. their
constant fear and loss of freedom were hard too bear. For comfort, Anne 19. to
started to write a diary. She waz very good at expressing her thoughts 20. was
and feelings inn words. 21. in
HOPES FORE THE FUTURE 22. FOR
Anne was 13 when she started to write. Her diery reveals that, just like 23. diary
other teenagers, she looked forward to adult lif. She hoped to have a 24. life
career az a writer, and she longed to find love. She had high ideals and 25. as
whished “to be useful or give pleasure to people around me.” 26. wished
Throughout her time inn hiding, Anne maintained her faith in human 27. in
nature. She wrote, “In spit of everything, I still believe that people are 28. spite
reallee good at heart.” 29. really
BETRAYEDE 30. BETRAYED
In 1944, the Frank family’s hiding place waz betrayed to the Gestapo 31. was
(German secret police). Anne was sent to the Bergen-Belsen prisen 32. prison
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camp in Germany. She died ath the camp in 1945 at the age of 15. 33. at
Otto, Anne’s father, was the only member of the Frank family to servive 34. survive
the war. He published her diary in 1947. Since then, it has bene 35. been
published in mor than 50 languages. Millions of people have visited 36. more
the family’s hiding place in Amsterdam. Anne Frank’s story still enspires 37. inspires
people to fight against all kinds off discrimination. 38. of
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